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The immortalistsThe immortalists
by Chloe Benjamin
Sneaking out to get readings
from a traveling psychic reputed
to be able to tell customers
when they will die, four
adolescent siblings from New
York City's Lower East Side
embark on five decades of
experiences shaped by their
determination to control fate

Before we were yoursBefore we were yours
by Lisa Wingate
Learning that her grandmother
was a victim of the corrupt
Tennessee Children's Home
Society, attorney and aspiring
politician Avery Stafford delves
into her family's past and begins
to wonder if some things are
best kept secret

Hillbilly elegy : a memoir of aHillbilly elegy : a memoir of a
family and culture in crisisfamily and culture in crisis
by J. D. Vance
Shares the poignant story of the
author's family and upbringing,
describing how they moved
from poverty to an upwardly
mobile clan that included the
author, a Yale Law School
graduate, while navigating the
demands of middle-class life
and the collective demons of
the past..
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The woman in cabin 10The woman in cabin 10
by Ruth Ware
Assigned to review a luxury
cruise, travel journalist Lo
Blacklock witnesses a woman
being thrown overboard and is
baffled when all passengers
remain accounted for, a
nightmare that unravels as Lo
struggles to convince everyone
that what she saw was real

The invention of wingsThe invention of wings
by Sue Monk Kidd
Traces more than three
decades in the lives of a
wealthy Charleston debutante
who longs to break free from
the strictures of her household
and pursue a meaningful life;
and the urban slave, Handful,
who is placed in her charge as
a child before finding courage
and a sense of self.

Troubles in paradise : a novelTroubles in paradise : a novel
by Elin Hilderbrand
As drama unfolds around her
and her family after the death
of her husband, who was
leading a double life, Irene
Steele gets some help from a
mysterious source and a new
beginning in the paradise of St.
John after the truth is finally
revealed.
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